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Program Guide 
Sunday, 30 May 2021 

6:00am ABC News Update 

The top stories from ABC News, updating you on the latest headlines and the overnight 

news from across Australia and around the world. 

  

6:02am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

For 30 years Landline has been telling stories from the paddock to plate, covering crops, 

climate, controversies and the characters of rural Australia. Connecting the city to the 

country since 1991. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

6:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Miriam Corowa brings you a snapshot of the key stories out of regional Australia every 

week, speaking to reporters and special guests to uncover the news, views and what’s 

really going on outside the big cities.  

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna 

Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 

David Speers and the panel discuss the big political issues of the previous sitting week 

and look ahead to what we can expect in Canberra as Senate Estimates continue and the 

government looks to implement its budget plans. 

  

10:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna 

Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today’s top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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11:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss the build-up to State of Origin Game 1 with a 

world record crowd at the MCG a possibility. How will team selections affect the NRL? 

Plus the latest on the AFL, A-League and Super Netball. 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today’s top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents a look back over the best stories and interviews from the 

week on The Business, reporting on the big issues in the economy from finance, retail, 

small business, the markets and more. 

  

1:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today’s top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

1:30pm Q+A Highlights 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. Join host Hamish Macdonald 

and a panel of punters, pollies and pundits to talk through the issues of the past seven 

days and set the agenda for the week to come. 

  

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today’s top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

2:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Putting the ‘real’ back into reality TV, the award-winning series with no narrator and no 

agendas, just authentic stories told in people’s own words. For 25 years we have been 

telling the stories of extraordinary Australians. 
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3:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

3:30pm Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss the build-up to State of Origin Game 1 with a 

world record crowd at the MCG a possibility. How will team selections affect the NRL? 

Plus the latest on the AFL, A-League and Super Netball. 

  

4:00pm ABC News Update 

Miriam Corowa presents the headlines from ABC News, bringing you the day's top 

stories and the latest news and information at this hour. 

  

4:02pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

In 2021 Landline turns 30, celebrating three decades telling the stories of farmers, 

businesses and communities from Australia's rural and regional heartland. Hosted by 

award-winning journalist Pip Courtney. 

  

5:00pm ABC News: Auslan Bulletin 

(CC) 

The latest news and information from ABC News. This bulletin will be Auslan interpreted 

to provide accessible information to keep Australia's deaf community connected and 

informed. Presented by Miriam Corowa. 

  

5:30pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

6:30pm Kurt Fearnley's One Plus One: Adam Hills 

(CC,Repeat) 

Comedian Adam Hills is a household name on both sides of the world, known for hosting 

TV shows in Australia and the UK. He chats to Kurt Fearnley about comedy, COVID, sport 

and finding community in disability. 
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7:00pm ABC News Sunday 

(CC) 

News from where you live. ABC News Sunday brings you the day's top stories, exclusive 

investigations and original reporting on the issues that matter to all Australians. 

  

7:40pm Drum Beat 

(Repeat) 

The show that brings together some of the sharpest and most informed minds in 

Australia to tackle the big issues and share their opinions and expertise. Catch up on 

some of the best conversations from The Drum. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

8:02pm Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

David Speers and the panel discuss the big political issues of the previous sitting week 

and look ahead to what we can expect in Canberra as Senate Estimates continue and the 

government looks to implement its budget plans. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

9:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,Repeat) 

Putting the 'real' back into reality TV, the award-winning series with no narrator and no 

agendas, just authentic stories told in people's own words. For 25 years we have been 

telling the stories of extraordinary Australians. 

  

10:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

10:30pm Q+A Highlights 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. Join host Hamish Macdonald 

and a panel of punters, pollies and pundits to talk through the issues of the past seven 

days and set the agenda for the week to come. 
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11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

11:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents a look back over the best stories and interviews from the 

week on The Business, reporting on the big issues in the economy from finance, retail, 

small business, the markets and more. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted news source. 

  

12:15am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

In 2021 Landline turns 30, celebrating three decades telling the stories of farmers, 

businesses and communities from Australia's rural and regional heartland. Hosted by 

award-winning journalist Pip Courtney. 

  

1:15am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted news source. 

  

1:30am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

David Speers and the panel discuss the big political issues of the previous sitting week 

and look ahead to what we can expect in Canberra as Senate Estimates continue and the 

government looks to implement its budget plans. 

  

2:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss the build-up to State of Origin Game 1 with a 

world record crowd at the MCG a possibility. How will team selections affect the NRL? 

Plus the latest on the AFL, A-League and Super Netball. 

  

3:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 
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3:15am Drum Beat 

(Repeat) 

The show that brings together some of the sharpest and most informed minds in 

Australia to tackle the big issues and share their opinions and expertise. Catch up on 

some of the best conversations from The Drum. 

  

3:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 

  
4:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  
4:15am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted news source. 

  

4:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Miriam Corowa brings you a snapshot of the key stories out of regional Australia every 

week, speaking to reporters and special guests to uncover the news, views and what's 

really going on outside the big cities.  

  

5:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

In 2021 Landline turns 30, celebrating three decades telling the stories of farmers, 

businesses and communities from Australia's rural and regional heartland. Hosted by 

award-winning journalist Pip Courtney. 
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Monday, 31 May 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

(CC) 

Karina Carvalho brings you the day's top stories, breaking news, rolling coverage of 

major events and the latest local and international reporting from Australia's most 

respected journalists and experts. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Know the latest on the day's top stories, breaking news and the issues and events that 

matter to you. Yvonne Yong brings you updated information from our unrivalled network 

of reporters across Australia and around the globe. 
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9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

12:30am Q+A Highlights 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. Join host Hamish Macdonald 

and a panel of punters, pollies and pundits to talk through the issues of the past seven 

days and set the agenda for the week to come. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 
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1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

2:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

2:15am ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with comprehensive coverage of the key issues 

and events plus updated information from ABC News. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

2:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  
4:00am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  
4:02am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

5:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 
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5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

5:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Miriam Corowa brings you a snapshot of the key stories out of regional Australia every 

week, speaking to reporters and special guests to uncover the news, views and what's 

really going on outside the big cities.  
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Tuesday, 1 June 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:40pm Capital Hill 
(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

(CC) 

Karina Carvalho brings you the day's top stories, breaking news, rolling coverage of 

major events and the latest local and international reporting from Australia's most 

respected journalists and experts. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm 

 

*Series 

Premiere* 

China Tonight 

(CC) 

Stan Grant hosts a series on China - the superpower, its history and people - in the lead 

up to the 100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party. Guest contributors share 

insights on the full complexity of modern China. 

  

8:30pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 
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8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Know the latest on the day's top stories, breaking news and the issues and events that 

matter to you. Yvonne Yong brings you updated information from our unrivalled network 

of reporters across Australia and around the globe. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 
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12:30am China Tonight 

(CC,Repeat) 

Stan Grant hosts a series on China - the superpower, its history and people - in the lead 

up to the 100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party. Guest contributors share 

insights on the full complexity of modern China. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

2:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

2:15am ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with comprehensive coverage of the key issues 

and events plus updated information from ABC News. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

2:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  
4:00am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 
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4:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

5:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

5:30am China Tonight 

(CC,Repeat) 

Stan Grant hosts a series on China - the superpower, its history and people - in the lead 

up to the 100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party. Guest contributors share 

insights on the full complexity of modern China. 
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Wednesday, 2 June 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC) 

1:35pm Capital Hill 
(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

(CC) 

Karina Carvalho brings you the day's top stories, breaking news, rolling coverage of 

major events and the latest local and international reporting from Australia's most 

respected journalists and experts. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Know the latest on the day's top stories, breaking news and the issues and events that 

matter to you. Yvonne Yong brings you updated information from our unrivalled network 

of reporters across Australia and around the globe. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

12:30am Kurt Fearnley's One Plus One: Grace Tame 

(CC,Repeat,Adult themes) 

Grace Tame is many things: an artist, a marathon runner, and a survivor. The Australian 

of the Year speaks to Kurt Fearnley about trauma, resilience, and raising awareness. 
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1:00am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

2:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

2:15am ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with comprehensive coverage of the key issues 

and events plus updated information from ABC News. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

2:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  
4:00am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  
4:02am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 
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5:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kathryn Robinson presents Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing 

you up to date on market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big 

and small. 

  

5:30am 7.30 Special: Climate Emergency 

(CC,Repeat) 

For more than a decade the politics of climate change have been poisonous, and 

Australia's climate policies are a long way from what scientists say is necessary. Andy 

Park looks at how political forces could change that. 
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Thursday, 3 June 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:40pm Capital Hill 
(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

(CC) 

Karina Carvalho brings you the day's top stories, breaking news, rolling coverage of 

major events and the latest local and international reporting from Australia's most 

respected journalists and experts. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big and small. Presented by 

Alicia Barry. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Know the latest on the day's top stories, breaking news and the issues and events that 

matter to you. Yvonne Yong brings you updated information from our unrivalled network 

of reporters across Australia and around the globe. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big and small. Presented by 

Alicia Barry. 

  

12:30am Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

The ABC's unrivalled network of foreign correspondents travel the world to uncover the 

stories beyond the news, sharing the stories of real people who witness what unfolds 

everyday and whatever 2021 will bring. (Return) 
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1:00am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

2:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

2:15am ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with comprehensive coverage of the key issues 

and events plus updated information from ABC News. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

2:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

3:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  
4:00am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  
4:02am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 
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5:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting business big and small. Presented by 

Alicia Barry. 

  

5:30am Barrie Cassidy's One Plus One: Kate McClymont 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kate McClymont is one of Australia's most decorated investigative journalists. She tells 

Barrie about the effort that goes into exposing society's sleazy underbelly and the 

dangerous situations she's found herself in. 
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Friday, 4 June 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

4:30pm Friday Briefing 

 

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

(CC) 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

(CC) 

Karina Carvalho brings you the day's top stories, breaking news, rolling coverage of 

major events and the latest local and international reporting from Australia's most 

respected journalists and experts. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

7:45pm The Vaccine 

(CC) 

Jeremy Fernandez is joined by Dr Norman Swan, Casey Briggs, Sophie Scott, medical 

experts and health authorities to bring you everything you need to know about the 

rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine and to answer your questions. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Update 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:00pm Planet America 

Take a trip to Planet America as Chas and John explain the issues and events, people and 

policies from the main streets of heartland America to Washington. They unpack the 

complexities of US politics and the Biden Presidency. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Know the latest on the day's top stories, breaking news and the issues and events that 

matter to you. Yvonne Yong brings you updated information from our unrivalled network 

of reporters across Australia and around the globe. 

  

9:30pm Close Of Business 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents a look back over the best stories and interviews from the 

week on The Business, reporting on the big issues in the economy from finance, retail, 

small business, the markets and more. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Yvonne Yong presents the latest international news 

and the complete picture of today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

12:15am Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 

Take a trip to Planet America as Chas and John explain the issues and events, people and 

policies from the main streets of heartland America to Washington. They unpack the 

complexities of US politics and the Biden Presidency. 

  

1:10am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 
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1:30am Friday Briefing 

(Repeat) 

Every Friday Patricia Karvelas is joined by some of the country's leading commentators 

and opinion makers for a thought-provoking and illuminating look back over the week to 

unpick the issues and events making headlines. 

  

2:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

2:15am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

2:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

3:30am DW Conflict Zone 

From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, we go face-to-face with global decision-

makers, seeking straight answers to straight questions, putting the spotlight on 

controversial issues and calling the powerful to account. 

  

4:00am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

4:02am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Yvonne Yong presents the latest international news 

and the complete picture of today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

5:00am Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 

Take a trip to Planet America as Chas and John explain the issues and events, people and 

policies from the main streets of heartland America to Washington. They unpack the 

complexities of US politics and the Biden Presidency. 
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Saturday, 5 June 2021 

6:00am ABC News Update 

The top stories from ABC News, updating you on the latest headlines and the overnight 

news from across Australia and around the world. 

  

6:02am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents a look back over the best stories and interviews from the 

week on The Business, reporting on the big issues in the economy from finance, retail, 

small business, the markets and more. 

  

6:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(CC) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 

hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 

News Breakfast. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah 

Ibrahim bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

11:30am The World This Week 

(CC) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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12:30pm ABC News Regional 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa brings you a snapshot of the key stories out of regional Australia every 

week, speaking to reporters and special guests to uncover the news, views and what's 

really going on outside the big cities.  

  

1:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

1:05pm Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 

Take a trip to Planet America as Chas and John explain the issues and events, people and 

policies from the main streets of heartland America to Washington. They unpack the 

complexities of US politics and the Biden Presidency. 

  

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

2:30pm The Vaccine 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jeremy Fernandez is joined by Dr Norman Swan, Casey Briggs, Sophie Scott, medical 

experts and health authorities to bring you everything you need to know about the 

rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine and to answer your questions. 

  

2:45pm Drum Beat 

The show that brings together some of the sharpest and most informed minds in 

Australia to tackle the big issues and share their opinions and expertise. Catch up on 

some of the best conversations from The Drum. 

  

3:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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3:30pm The Breakfast Couch 

(CC,Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 

hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 

News Breakfast. 

  

4:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

4:30pm Q+A Highlights 

(CC) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. Join host Hamish Macdonald 

and a panel of punters, pollies and pundits to talk through the issues of the past seven 

days and set the agenda for the week to come. 

  

5:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

5:05pm Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 

Take a trip to Planet America as Chas and John explain the issues and events, people and 

policies from the main streets of heartland America to Washington. They unpack the 

complexities of US politics and the Biden Presidency. 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

6:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Putting the 'real' back into reality TV, the award-winning series with no narrator and no 

agendas, just authentic stories told in people's own words. For 25 years we have been 

telling the stories of extraordinary Australians. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

The top stories from ABC News and a complete summary of the day's events with 

reports from the scene and accurate analysis. Plus the latest sport and weather. 
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7:30pm Stan Grant's One Plus One: Sir Peter Cosgrove 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sir Peter Cosgrove has lived many lives - Governor General, Chief of the Defence Force, 

INTERFET Commander - but he says it's his "Australianness" that is his overriding 

characteristic. He speaks with Stan Grant. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

The top stories from ABC News and a complete summary of the day's events with 

reports from the scene and accurate analysis. Plus the latest sport and weather. 

  

8:10pm Four Corners 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

For six decades Four Corners has been exposing scandals, triggering inquiries, leading 

national debate and confronting the issues that matter to us all. In 2021 Australia's 

premier investigative journalism program turns 60. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

9:30pm Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

The ABC's unrivalled network of foreign correspondents travel the world to uncover the 

stories beyond the news, sharing the stories of real people who witness what unfolds 

everyday and whatever 2021 will bring. (Return) 

  

10:00pm ABC News Weekend 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

10:30pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 
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11:30pm ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 

Miriam Corowa brings you a snapshot of the key stories out of regional Australia every 

week, speaking to reporters and special guests to uncover the news, views and what's 

really going on outside the big cities.  

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted news source. 

  

12:15am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Paul Barry presents the show that casts a critical eye over the media industry, watching 

the watchers and commenting on all forms of media, spin and communications. 

  

12:30am Q+A Highlights 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. Join host Hamish Macdonald 

and a panel of punters, pollies and pundits to talk through the issues of the past seven 

days and set the agenda for the week to come. 

  

1:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

1:15am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted news source. 

  

1:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(CC,Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 

hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 

News Breakfast. 

  

2:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest news on the 

Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top stories from a European perspective. 
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2:15am Drum Beat 

(Repeat) 

The show that brings together some of the sharpest and most informed minds in 

Australia to tackle the big issues and share their opinions and expertise. Catch up on 

some of the best conversations from The Drum. 

  

2:30am DW Focus On Europe 

From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, Focus On Europe puts the spotlight on 

people and asks what drives the people of Europe - politically, socially and culturally. 

What are their views, hopes and fears? 

  

3:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

3:15am The Vaccine 

(CC,Repeat) 

Jeremy Fernandez is joined by Dr Norman Swan, Casey Briggs, Sophie Scott, medical 

experts and health authorities to bring you everything you need to know about the 

rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine and to answer your questions. 

  

3:30am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents a look back over the best stories and interviews from the 

week on The Business, reporting on the big issues in the economy from finance, retail, 

small business, the markets and more. 

  

4:00am DW News 

Live from Berlin, our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you the latest 

international news, updated information on the Coronavirus pandemic and the day's top 

stories from a European perspective. 

  

4:15am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

4:20am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 
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4:50am National Press Club Address: Fiona Cornforth - The Healing Foundation CEO 

(CC,Repeat) 

CEO of The Healing Foundation Fiona Cornforth addresses the Press Club on the topic 

'Make Healing Happen: It's Time to Act'. 

  
 


